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RESQUNIT AB has established a CEO blog on their website.  

RESQUNIT CEO Helge Trettø Olsen says, “We hereby invite our investors, followers and partners to follow 

my CEO blog. Being part of a company like RESQUNIT, we often have information that we want to share 

with our followers. Sometimes this would be information of a regulatory type that will be published 

through the required and statutory channels. And we have information about our activities and the daily 

business improvements in general. This kind of info we would like to share in the blog, a great way for 

those interested to follow our progress and activities in all parts of our business." 

The blog can be read on the company’s website, here: https://www.resqunit.com/ceo-blog/ 

Helge Trettø Olsen is the CEO of RESQUNIT. Mr. Olsen has extensive experience in entrepreneurship, 

business development, and C-suite roles as he has executed two successful exits of companies either 

founded or co-founded by Mr. Olsen. His first exit was with the company ETRIP AS (2007–2014) where 

he held a majority of 70% equity at the time it was acquired by private equity owned ABAX AS in 2014. 

Three years later, in 2017, he sold the self-developed patented invention Shield, a sensor which detects 

scratches and dents on vehicles. Prior to his ventures, Mr. Olsen served as the regional manager of 

Konica Minolta Business Solutions Norway AS. His background is in information technology. 
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About Resqunit AB  

Resqunit is a scandinavian ocean tech company developing innovative equipment to disarm and retrieve 

lost fishing gear. Through sensor data collection and software, the company aims to increase knowledge 

about the oceans and increase catch predictability. Every year between 500 000 and 1 000 000 metric 

tons of fishing gear is lost at sea. A significant amount of this consists of plastic, which over time 

dissolves into microplastic particles and enters the food chain. Lost gear harms both the fishing, animal 

stocks and the environment. Resqunit AB (publ) was founded in 2021 as a parent holding company 

(listco) holding 100% of the shares in the Norwegian subsidiary Resqunit AS, founded in 2017. 
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